By Shane Sparkes

We are two
kilometers above
rolling green hills, a
sunny blue sky beams.
From a couple of feet below we
look up. There are 5 people huddled
together, freefalling, each grasping a handle,
freefalling, with intense looks on their faces. They
are linked together and with the nod of the one in control, the
others brace themselves for a quick, wild ride as the contained
5 x 1 metre banner is released. Click.
At least 1,000 more words would be needed to fully describe
what’s happening, so take a quick look at the cover of the
magazine you are holding, you will no longer need to imagine.
For over 50 years we have been photographing our beloved
Sport Parachuting and presenting to all some of the most
beautiful and extraordinary images possible.
Ask yourself and your fellow skydiving friends what inspired you
to take up parachuting. A frequent answer is that some form of
picture was the major influence for this undertaking.
Claude Gillard, our past long time APF President of over 40
years was first inspired by a picture of military parachutists.
“On the front page of the Melbourne Herald there was a picture
of two blokes landing their roundies at Laverton. My mate and
I thought it was fantastic. We said we have got to have a go at
that. The next day we went and signed up with the military and
soon started jumping.”
Mark Hay fitted out
for a night jump

The first known
pictures of
parachuting were shot
from the ground.
A picture of ascending
smoke balloon jumper
V. P. Taylor taken at
Clontarf, Sydney in
1908 is believed
Australia’s oldest.
Aerial parachuting
displays were often
made from smoke
balloons where the
parachutist was
suspended under a
First known Parachuting Photo of
balloon filled with
V.P. Taylor 1908
the smoke and heat
of a fire. Once the
tethered balloon was filled and heated to a maximum it was
released and would hoist the parachute and ‘smoke jumper’ to
a height of around 1,500 feet AGL. At that height the jumper
would release the parachute from the balloon by pulling a
cutting device called a “ripping cord”, severing the connection
from the apex of the canopy to the bottom of the balloon. The
balloon would slowly drift down and the jumper would land with
varying accuracy, style and safety depending on the conditions
of the day and the parachute.

Like most places elsewhere on earth, Australian Sport
Parachuting had its beginnings after the Second World War
and conflicts of the 1950s that delivered military surplus
parachuting equipment and most importantly the increasing
availability of aircraft to the man in the street.

Initially, stills cameras were fired with mechanical cable
releases and wound on by hand allowing one shot at a time
to be taken. As new camera designs and types appeared so
too were they employed by the ever-developing parachuting
photographic fraternity.

Not long after getting shots and film from the doors, wings and
struts of aircraft, jumpers were taking cameras out with them
and shooting the first of air-to-air pictures.

Motorized cameras appeared in the early 1960s. The “Robot”
wind-up, non reflex camera was one of the first motorized
cameras. The motor eliminated the need to manually ‘crank’
the camera in the air but like a wind up watch, the spring driven
motor had a limited frame capacity. Nikon and Pentax were the
first Electric motor driven cameras to appear freefalling over
drop zones, other camera manufacturers followed. Being single
lens reflex types, the cameras could be used with a full range
of lenses and once off the helmet, could be utilized in many
different ways. One could photograph a wedding on Saturday
and 4-way star on the Sunday! Although the cameras were
very reliable, they were heavy, expensive and required good
technical skill to operate.

Pioneering freefall photographer and Australian Master of Sport
Parachuting, Andy Keech recalls, “Anzac day 1961, during the
first successful RW in Australia between Laurie Trotter and
myself, was when I first felt the impulse to capture the images
I saw in freefall. They were so rare that fellow Australians who
had seen these sights could be counted on one hand. I began
jumping cameras in 1962 after the NSPC was established
and fellow members Col King, Allen Jay and Don McKern had
advanced to work relative to me in the air, reliably. My freefall
photography at this early time did not strike me as a “first” in
so much as an “only” and probably would not be taken on by
others. It garnered less attention than first kiss passes that
were all the rage at the time.”
“The simplest and generally
effective way to take pictures
was to hand hold the camera
and manipulate it as we do on
the ground. This, of course,
kept the arms and hands from
maneuvering in freefall”.
Soon the cameras were to make
their way on to helmets where
one of the three revolutions
of freefall photography was
born. The helmet mounted
camera allowed ‘hands free‘
photography. Mounted on their
heads and pointed where they
were looking, a jumper could
fly around freely and point their
cameras to the action accurately.

Mark Hay

“I had seen photos of Americans with electric-powered cameras
that were helmet-mounted and realized that hand holding was a
dead-end way of taking photos”, says Andy Keech.
Parachuting pictures of the1960s and 70s were done in a
totally film world.
Wackett

Photographer Mark Hay who did 1,100, mostly camera jumps
throughout the 1980s was inspired to take up parachuting after
seeing a shot of Liz Kellaher jumping over Wilton in a late 70s
magazine.
Rob Simunic, multiple Australian Skysurf Champion and World
Championship Competitor saw an early 1990s Coca Cola
Skysurfing commercial on TV, “I just wanted to be able to do
what I saw those guys doing”, and so he did!
In the beginning photography was simply used as a method of
documentation, extending into research.

One of Australia’s first freefall descents, a military jump
by Flight Lieutenant E. C. Wackett on 27 May, 1926 was
photographed from another aircraft close by, as was a mass
drop of troops into live combat at Nadzab in New Guinea
in 1943. Three pictures on display at the Army Parachute
Training School at Nowra illustrates the dropping of smoke
screens, followed by dropping of troops and their final layout.
Photographed from a nearby reconnaissance aircraft, the
sequence shows a dozen of the 96 C47 aircraft dropping 1,700
Australian and US paratroopers.

Tony Holtham

The mid 1970’s saw the introduction of a lightweight camera
system by Olympus. Being nearly half the size and weight of
their predecessors and with some automation, they were the
ultimate ‘action camera’. They had instant appeal and were
extensively used throughout the late 70s and into the 90s.
These were the favorite of renowned and often published
photographer of the 80s, Mark Hay. Often fitted with his 16mm
fisheye lens, which brought a style of being close to the action,
Mark recalls, “I worked
Self portrait Mark Hay early 90s
hard at it and began to
get some nice shots.
Being a socially inward
sort of guy the camera
became my passport
to being invited onto
the good loads,
with the cool guys.
I got to skydive with
champions”.
Movie cameras were
mostly wind up type
cameras that ran for 30 to 50 seconds, depending on the type.
As with the stills cameras of the day, electric motors were
added and thus size and weight reduced. 8mm and 16mm
cameras were soon in popular use. 35mm motion picture
cameras were beginning to capture never before seen, close up
aerial action and presented on the big screen cinemas in the
form of feature films and commercials.
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Skydiving has always
featured prominently
in the popular
media: feature films,
advertisers, TV
sports, current affairs
and lifestyle shows
have picked up on
Skydiving’s thrilling
appeal. Skydiving
has been extensively
published in the
print media featuring
regularly in magazines,
newspapers and
books.
Skies Call, the first
book of skydiving
photography by Andy
Keech, is considered
the benchmark. First
published in 1974
and being the only
book dedicated to
skydiving at the time
it received world
acclaim and appeal
reaching as far as the
Russian Cosmonauts,
who being trained
parachutists, received
copies as motivational
gifts. Andy went on to
publish Skies Call 2
and 3, a compilation
of his own and others photographs that began to explore the
skydiving disciplines including Canopy Relative Work (CRW) and
BASE jumping.
For the most part, Australian parachuting has had it’s own
illustrated magazine: Australian Skydiver was first regular
illustrated in the 70s. With a short run of only two editions,
Dave “Bluebaker’ Hancock published the beautiful Blue
Skies Downunder magazine in 1987, similar to the full colour
European magazines of the time. Today we have an emerging
photographic yearbook Aeronaut.

The most successful and longest running magazine being
Rambling On, first published by Dave McEvoy in 1978. It was
initially foolscap newsletter style with some black and white
pictures; growing through the times to a larger colour magazine.
Publishing was taken over by daughter Susie in 1997. The
APF’s newsletter Skyline became illustrated around the mid
90s and ultimately merged with Rambling On to become the
Australian Skydiver Magazine, what we are reading now and
have done so for the past ten years.
Australians have often led the way in producing and presenting
vision of Sport Parachuting. 1960s and 70s newsreel and
cinema shorts showcased the new ‘space age sport’ with
extraordinary shots of freefall formations of their day which we
today too often take for granted.
The early 70s saw a popular cigarette brand commercial
showcase parachuting to the general public at the largest scale
of the time, with the product’s front man Paul Hogan.
According to Hogan’s aerial stunt double Ken Hills, “No
expense was spared. Shooting took a couple of weeks and was
done by Tony Holtham. Ray Cottingham was also brought in
from the US”. Without today’s technology, two versions of the
commercial were shot; one in 35mm Panavision for cinema and
a 16mm for television release. “The idea was that a carton of
smokes be delivered by ‘Hoges’, jumping into a mate’s BBQ out
in the country. I was flat broke at the time, the job got me the
to the World Meet (10way Speed Stars)”. Ironically, part way
through the campaign, cigarette advertising was banned on TV,
but the cinemas were still allowed to screen it.
The 1975 feature film ‘Alvin Purple’ flew onto cinema screens
with the lovable, ‘ladies man’ Alvin being angrily pursued after
some philandering escapade. Avoiding capture by taking refuge
and disguise by dressing up as a skydiver at an airfield, he
was mistakenly grabbed by an instructor; “Come on you’re with
us”… Aerial shenanigans and a comically awkwardly crashlanding ensued!
Skydiver and film producer Jas Shennan released two
independent films of skydiving, Jump and the fabulous early
80s Walk on Air. Shot mostly around Elderslie, Athol Sneddon
hosted and narrated his way through the sport and its people
at all levels. Many a drop zone fired up the DZ television after
jumping finished to see it broadcast on Sunday evening TV.

Channel 10 drama
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mid 80s

Bruce Towers
Bruce Towers with sidemount 35mm arriflex
is of the most
on bell motorcycle hat early 80s
actively involved
skydivers.
Renowned
for his flying,
fantastic DC3s
and film work,
Bruce would film
many jumps at
‘boogies’ onto
16mm film.
The films were
projected in the
evenings of the
following meet, weeks later, where many a fraudulent “I didn’t
take the formation out, he did” would be exposed! This was the
pre-cursor to one of today’s valuable tools for entertainment
and inspiration in skydiving, the day tape.

Mick Kellaher Dickinson
helmut shooting 16mm late 80s

Mick Kellaher Picton
early 90s VHSC Camcorder

The first generation of video cameras were ‘Tube’ cameras;
being that the device used to ‘pick-up’ the image from behind
the lens was a glass tube full of electronics, something like a
miniaturized TV picture tube. The VHS and Beta tape recorders
were usually chest mounted and hard wired to the camera.

The biggest revolution in freefall photography and perhaps the
greatest progression of our sport was with the arrival of the
“Video Age” of the early 1980’s.

They were large and heavy. The pictures were good but nothing
of the clarity of today. Both the cameras and the separate
recorders suffered some reliability problems from the harsh
environment they were put in, however; they were FABULOUS !
At last the pictures shot in the air could be replayed as soon as
the recorder could be plugged into a TV on the ground.
The second generation of video camera systems used were the
same as the first, but smaller. Sharp and JVC compact VHS
camera and recorder systems used a small 30 minute VHS
cassette and were in increasing use nationwide.

The most
effective use
of pictures as
a means of
training needs
instant access to
the information.
This was partly
achieved and
first used by
teams such
as the 8 way
RW team
‘Prometheus’
using
‘Polavision’, an instant 8mm film system that used a self
processing film cartridge. However with a high material cost
and the capacity for three jumps on each cartridge, it was
impractical to be truly ‘instant replay’.

Paddy McHugh

Cameras moved from using
tubes to CCD’s. Sony soon
introduced the Video 8 system
around 1985 where the camera
and recorder were combined.
The camcorder was born! Around
the size and weight of two cans
of drink, everything needed to
record the jump was now easily
carried on a helmet.

Video equipment was hugely expensive, large, heavy and
complicated. It was in the domain of broadcasters and the film
industry. The arrival of affordable, portable, domestic video
systems quickly saw them falling through the air.

The use of video coincided with
the introduction of Accelerated
Freefall to Australia by Paul
Osborne and Jim Knox at
Corowa; the first jump student
could exit the aircraft, freefall for 40 seconds, land and de-brief
using video shot feet away by their freefall camera person.
Those shots were taken home to family and friends and shown
to a far-reaching audience along with the elated commentary
from the on screen performer.
ton
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Ray Palmer

Competition jumps
were first judged using
“Telemeters’, big and
powerful binoculars,
where the ground
based judge’s gazed
skyward, stopwatch in
hand, with ‘pencillers’
taking notes by their
side. The freefall
events of Style and
Relative Work (RW)
were scored from one
live sighting.
The arrival of the
video age saw the
telemeters replaced
with the ‘Ground to
Air Video System’, a
Early 80s ground to air video and
video camera with a
telemetres, Corowa
very long telephoto
lens, mounted on
a smooth and stable “Fluid Head” and heavy tripod. These
were complicated and expensive, but fabulous assemblies
of photographic equipment. There were few skilled operators
either available or willing to stand outside and film from sunrise
to sunset as jump run after jump run exited.
This worked very well but not without its problems and
drawbacks.
The judges were now out of the hot sun and could replay the
jump, even at slower speeds, however, as the skill and speed
of the jumpers increased so did the problems. Having to clearly
‘show’ their first point was a difficulty with the formation
presenting to the relative air then quickly flattening out and
falling straight to the ground. For the judges to see the grips,
the angles of the camera looking up had to be precise with little
margin. Teams often disputed scores and found themselves
slowing down some aspects of their jumps to ‘show’ the
judges. Black or dark jumpsuits were needed against a bright
sky. Of course there could be no cloud between the camera
and the aircraft and only the competitor or team could exit
each jump run. Teams were spotted from the ground, which
often resulted in long walks. As 70s and 80s competitor and
photographer Dave ‘Bluebaker” Hancock put it: “I can combine
my two favourite pastimes. Skydiving and bush walking”.
The cameras were as far as three miles away from the
competitors, the device that had already enjoyed a long and
‘close’ relationship with freefalling jumpers.

Mark Hay late 80s
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Night Jumper

Around the time the term ‘Camera Man’ was now being
replaced with the more socially correct terminology ‘Camera
Person” it has since become ‘Camera Flyer’. Once a rarity
was now a more frequent sight: Girls throwing themselves out
of aircraft with cameras mounted too. Today there are many.
Although a world traveling Kiwi, Wendy Smith has regularly
graced our shores for over 10 years and has made a significant
photographic contribution.

1987 saw a differing competition format where the National
Championships were run at Toogoolawah around the Christmas
/ New Year period and the Australian Parachute Team to attend
the World Parachuting Championships were chosen from the
winners of the ‘Selection Meet” which was run at Yarrawonga
DZ in Victoria, in Winter!
For the first time all teams at the competition arrived with their
own Camera Person who had filmed all recent team training.
With many days lost to weather, it was un-successfully proposed
to use air to air video as the primary method of judging; the
biggest reason being that it was not within the rules to do so. It
was also suggested that a cameraman could ‘look away’ should
their team be having a bad jump. The potential for ‘sabotage’
based re-jumps provided a good deal of mistrust.
To avoid falling near cloud which could obstruct the ground to
air video’s view, the 8-way team ‘Dreamtime’ were given the
exit command that resulted with three of the team members,
including their camera man Stewie McNee, landing in a very
cold Lake Mulwalah. After about thirty minutes Farrel McKay
was found clinging to a dead tree, suffering from exposure!

Apart from a few operational regulations (see section 5.9.A,
1,2 and 3; check with your CI and DZSO) Freefall Photography
has the freedom of needing no rating! It is one of the few
activities that require no formal training, however good advice
and mentoring is always a great assistance to photographic
skills and most importantly, safety. The Australian Army
Parachute Training School has run a yearly Freefall Camera
Course since 1996.

Ultimately the meet was finished successfully and was
somewhat the beginning of implementing air-to-air video as
a primary means of judging RW, now known as Formation
Skydiving (FS).

With pictures now being extensively used, some form of rating,
standardization and unity was sought. At the instigation of
the National Examiner, Phil Hindley, an organization, Ralph
Presgrave and like-minded camera persons formed The Freefall
Camera Persons Association around 1995 who presented and
proposed camera work guidelines, competition ratings and
freefall camera courses. It had limited success having a small,
individualistic membership and little overall support.

George Creecy with his stereo camera
setup early 90s

After using air to air video
extensively in local and
state meets, it became the
principle means of judging all
FS at the 1990/91 National
Championships at Corowa,
the first such meet in the
world to do so. The USPA sent
two judges to observe our
nationals. With the exception
of Classic Style all freefall and
Canopy Formation (CF) events
rely on Air to Air Video and
ground based video is used
as an aid to judge Canopy
Piloting and Classic Accuracy
events.

However an objective of the group was put to use for the
1996/97 Nationals when seeing the potential of pictures to
draw sponsors, sole media rights to the event were granted to
an individual, including ownership of all images created at the
competition. For reasons of principle and with few exceptions,
camera flyers refused to hand over their work for any purpose
other than judging.

‘shoot from behind’ mount.
Ken Penfold with 1970’sland
ing to protect manhood!
Removable for

Early 80’s Protec with

With the early 90s seeing the popularity of the newer artistic
disciplines grow, so too did the cameras ability to present
parachuting to a wider audience beyond their the peers. Feature
films, television and commercials using skydiving as a vehicle
to tell a story were regularly in production.

side mount ‘tube’ cam

era at Wilton.

et ‘tuppaware’ flat
.
Late 80’s Dickinson helm
ps now in common use
camcorder cover. Chin-cu

Not from an aircraft but still free falling, in 1993 Nic Feteris
and Glenn Singleman presented us with BASE Climb; a truly
fantastic adventure film. Arguably, the shots falling by the rock
face are the best pieces of real action film, ever.
The opening scenes of the 1995 Power Ranges film saw a
freestyle, skysurfing, formation, swoop landing, teenage thrill
fest! Being a fantastic ‘five minute skydive’ it was part of the
biggest budget film made in Australia in its time.
The 90’s saw the introduction of regular Australian skydiving
videos. Almost all Nationals and many boogies began to
release tapes of the events. Mick Kellaher’s independent video
‘Gravitate’ displayed a unique perspective from experimentation
to tandems.

Along with positive daily presentations of that event, astounding
images of a near double fatality resulting from a canopy
collision were also broadcast. Shot by a local spectator and
combined with the media manager’s ambulance recovery
shots, these images displayed a stark reality. Similarly, a quick
succession of student fatalities a decade earlier, and the
terrible media generated, taught the sport lessons in media
and crisis management. The APF now has a comprehensive
Media Manual.

Now the camera was an
integral part of the teams,
being in the position to
increase scores with the
information they supplied or
cost the team points if they
got it wrong.

The world’s largest
advertiser, Coca Cola
devised what was to
become their world
wide advertising
campaign ‘Skysurfer’.
Details of the brief
included: “No special
effects, it has to be
real”. After months
of R & D with a large
team led by Sydney
Skydivers’ Graeme Hill, Phil Onis and Steve Walahn, it was shot
near Broken Hill by the author and a second 35mm system
operated by Mick Kellaher. Ray Palmer’s skill and performance
‘skysurfing’ a full size 190cm surfboard, straight out of a
Nomad, was sensational and is un-matched. It has been said
that more people on Earth have seen Ray Palmer skydive than
any one else.

Direct air to ground transmission of parachuting displays
became an often utilized source for broadcasters and stadium
screens.
In 1994 with a 30-way Olympic Rings formation display and
flag jump over Sydney Harbor, after years of canvassing the
International Olympic Committee (IOC), The International
Parachuting Committee (IPC) launched their presentation for
inclusion of Parachuting in the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games.
The Competition was to be arena based Classic Accuracy and
a modified 4-way FS event where the Camera Flyer, equipped
with an air to ground transmitter for live broadcast, would exit
the aircraft filming their team taking out and holding a 4-way
star for some seconds with the 15 seconds working time would
begin at the first grip break. Of the seven sports presented to
the IOC, Parachuting was listed fourth with three chosen.
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The 1990s were a time where the power and value of
pictures were fully realized, being a major contributor to the
unprecedented growth in parachuting activities in Australia and
worldwide.
The experimentation with freestyle and sky surfing from the
late 80s into the early 90’s saw the artistic events of freestyle
and skysurfing take off: Evolving from localized meets to World
Cup and ultimately World Championship competition events.
Likewise did the freeflying of the mid 90s. Not only had the
camera become vital in delivering the vision of the performance
to the judges, but the camera work also contributed to the
score, on its technical and artistic merits.
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Roz and Craig

The 90s saw many Australian cameramen achieve excellence
at world level with performer and camera combinations of the
likes of Roz Tomkins and her cameramen Gary Cunningham
and Craig Field. Terry Wafer won a gold medal filming 16-way
FS at the 1998 World Cup; Paul Truman and Gemma Stevens
getting a silver by the narrowest of margins and a gold medal to
Australian / NZ combo of Ash Crick and John King at the 1999
WPC at Corowa; Grant Hetherington and Richard Stuart winning
WPC and World Cup medals in their mixed nationality teams.
As photographic equipment has evolved, we have seen the
design and development of dedicated freefall camera helmets,
mounts, sights and jumpsuits.
The once common
Tupperware
and gaffer tape
camera cover has
been replaced by
custom carbon fiber
boxes and camera
gloves. A mirror or
teammates to see
the camera’s red
record light with
the ‘Cam Eye’. The
piece of wire in front
of the eye with the
readily available and accurate ring sight. There is now a wide
range of helmets, mounts and peripheral equipment available
off the shelf, as any parachuting gear catalogue or magazine
will show.
Adrian Lloyd and his Nikon hi8 tuppaware
cover, chest remote control early 90s

The 60’s and 70’s camera helmet of choice was often a
‘Bell’ motorcycle helmet with camera mounts bolted on. Many
cameras were so heavy and to one side that a counter weight
would be required to balance the load.
Andy Keech says, “All mounts had to be custom-made, by
bending sheet metal, riveting, and planning how to attach the
camera to the helmet. All mounts were experimental and handmade for each different camera design. Camera sights also had

to be mounted in a range of imaginative and unexplored ways,
and occasionally these sights injured the photographer. On one
such occasion, my sight collided with my nose, resulting in the
need for stitches “.
Bluebaker with
side mount beaulieu
16mm mif 80s

Bruce Towers varied
arsenal of cameras
included side mounted
Arriflex 35mm motion
picture cameras and
perhaps the most
extraordinary of mounts:
a twin side mount,
16mm Beaulieu and
SP Betacam broadcast
camera combination used
for filming the freefall
scenes in the 1985 WPC,
ABC TV documentary
‘Sky Cowboys’. This was
the first time the world
of ‘hard core’ training
and competition was fully
presented in detail to the
viewing public.

The mid 80s saw the introduction of the ‘Dickinson’ helmet.
This was a custom moulded plastic helmet based on the
‘Protec ‘ shell with a top video and front, rotating horizontal /
vertical stills mount. Until then the video / stills camera combo
was not in common use. Incorporating a simple quick release
and a recovery parachute, it was innovative. It also used a
new heavy duty Velcro type product called ‘Dual Lock’, at first
considered so good by some it replaced the more conventional
nuts and bolts to attach cameras, until numerous instances
where cameras ‘fell off’ on opening! A release system is now
mandatory in some parachuting activities and a recovery
parachute could be regarded a good idea considering the
numerous reports of jettisoned camera helmets!
Off the shelf helmets designed and manufactured locally have
been available since the 90s: Shane Dunn’s Competition
Helmets being a popular choice in the earlier years; today
Jason Cooke’s range being worn on virtually every drop zone
here and many overseas.
The camera has not only been in the hands and on the heads
of skydivers. Phil Thamm has taken some extraordinary shots
from his foot mounts as has the ‘between the legs’ mounts
used by Ken Penfold in the 70s, shooting close ups of pack tray
openings and over the shoulder POVs.
Cameras have been wing mounted, belly mounted, looking
forwards and backwards, even on gloves. Mark Edwards
innovated the Tandem Hand Camera (THC) which has recently
seen a great change in the way commercial drop zones operate.
An Australian development, its first uses were experimental in
the early days of tandem skydiving where licensed skydivers
acting as ‘dummy’ students, hand held the camera and shot
their own jump. Brent Cameron put it to practical use in the late
90s, THC being born from the staffing problems of small island
operations.
The video pictures of passengers having the ‘joy ride of their
life’ with grabs and commentary of the full jump is an obvious
economic ‘blast’ for the business side of the sport; fitting more
tandem pairs in all sizes of aircraft and needing less staff, THC
has almost completely taken over tandem skydive photography
with the exception of DZs who want to offer greater visual
representation than an arms length view of skydiving.

Jumpsuits used by camera
shooting with old Hi8 cameras and film. Digital has
flyers have always been a
helped me experiment and learn”.
personal choice considering
The speed and quality of creating pictures digitally
their suitability for the purpose.
has largely replaced the use of film. It has given
Initially all jumpers used the
us the ability to run fax and web meets; to share
same jumpsuits, but to increase
experiences and information world wide, instantly
relative maneuverability requires
and at a practical cost.
more lift, so the camera can use
With such great advances in equipment, similar to
characteristics of the suit to help
the number of cameras on freefly loads since the
get above and fly around the
late 90s, Graham Hill of Victoria recently said, “I
subjects easily and technique
have been jumping for 26 years and taking pictures
to get level and lower. Camera
for six months. Now I know how you guys feel
suits were initially baggier even to
about taking pictures. I have a little ‘go pro’ that is
the point of using large ‘Balloon
fantastic. Just to be able to replay their own POV,
Suits” that incorporated mesh
eventually everyone will always jump these”.
covered vents that inflated the
A historical retrospective cannot be complete
suit. A common practice in the
without reference to where we are today and our
early video days was to have a
heading toward the future. It may not be so much
jumpsuit too big so the recorder
1984, Oversized jumpsuit to carry video recorder.
what technologies become available and how we
could be carried inside. Swoop
apply them, but who will be shooting the pictures
cords, boosters and wings have
and what the motivation will be. What will inspire today’s school
been added, the latter causing some angst when they were
kids to take up skydiving and who will teach the ones who want
first introduced, where bad design combined with camera flyers
to photograph ‘their’ time?
inadvertently reaching through a gap created between the
bottom of the wing and it’s attachment point on deployment
By staying safe and together, we will probably get to see those
resulted in many ‘pilot chute in tow’ malfunctions.
answers, in pictures.
Sit fly suits were popular around the mid 90s. Ironically in the
early developmental days of Freefly, old baggy jumpsuits, an
often preferred and ‘clownish’ looking outfit for the camera flyer
became a sought after item. The rags of the 1980s came back
into fashion for a time until again the science of the discipline
was further applied.
With the introduction of this equipment, one factor remained
constant. An increasing number of photographers, pictures and
exposure of sport parachuting to both its own and the general
public. Today not a week goes by with some form of parachuting
being presented in the major media outlets: We see altitude
records being broken, wing suiters and BASE jumpers defying
gravity and the grandparents taking to the air!
The digital age is perhaps the third revolution of photographing
our sport and within its domain lies much of the foreseeable
future.

Being largely shot in open, outdoor spaces and lit by one
sun Freefall Photography is one of the simplest forms of
photography. The complexities of producing such images
considering mind, body, equipment, environment and technique
are utterly phenomenal.
As Jaak ‘Sharke’ Saega says of how he gets his shots,
“I throw a camera out of a plane and as it falls to the ground at
over 200 kmh, people in front of it are shot. Strange thing is,
the camera is attached to ME!”.
Thank you to the names: Australian Army, Douthat, Gillard, Hay,
Hickson, Hill, Hills, Janine Hayes, Keech, Mc Martin, Parachute
Training School, Presgrave, Simunic, Bron Sparkes and Towers,
for the books, magazines, pictures, interviews and information
they provided for this article.

In 1985 a Telecom Technician and Meredith skydiving video guy,
Mark ‘Moff’ O’Fynn, while waiting for the aircraft and holding his
‘magnum of champagne’ sized video camera mounted on a Bell
motorcycle helmet and hard wired to his chest mounted ‘dozen
stubbies of beer’ sized recorder he made a bold statement,
“Eventually, all video stuff will be solid state. No tape. No
moving parts and it will be really small”!
Digital imaging technology has been around for decades. The
first pictures of the surface of Mars were beamed back to
Earth in 1976 as was the process receiving pictures from
the moon landings. It has seen little more than ten years
mainstream use within skydiving with digital video cameras
introduced in the late 1990s and digital stills cameras
appearing around 2000: as did frequent use of computers
such as Apple Macs for video editing and discs began
replacing tape and prints.
Mitch McMartin who has been photographing for 12 of his
14 years in the sport first saw digital stills cameras in 2002.
“I was in the States and these guys were shooting CRW big
ways with them. It wasn’t until 2004 that I got my own. I began
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